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A T, space X is defined to be a WSM space provided that for any space Y between X and 
WX, any pair of disjoint closed subsets of Y have disjoint closures in WX. The WSM spaces 
have the property that all spaces between X and WX have equivalent Wallman compactifications. 
They are also the natural generalization (from T4 spaces to T, spaces) of the concept of normality 
inducing spaces. 
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The Wallman compactification is similar in many ways to the Stone-Tech compac- 
tification, but one of their more striking differences is in the properties concerning 
intermediate spaces. If X E Y G PX, then p Y s /3X. The analogous result is not, in 
general, true for the Wallman compactification. In this paper we provide a charac- 
terization of the spaces X such that all spaces Y intermediate between X and WX, 
have Wallman compactification equal to WX (that is, are Walhan equivalent). It 
also happens that in the case of a normal space X, this property of having all 
intermediate spaces Wallman equivalent, is equivalent to being a normality inducing 
space (see [ 11) and these spaces share some of the properties of normality inducing 
spaces. In particular, they share the property that any function with such a space 
as domain and a regular space as range must be Wallman extendible. In this paper, 
we will consider only T, spaces. Thus, when we use the term space, the reader 
should assume that we mean T, space. 
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Recall that for any TI space X, the Wallman compactification WX consists of 
the collection: 
{p : p is an ultrafilter in the lattice of all closed subsets of X) 
with the topology generated by the collection: 
{C,(A) = {p E WX: A E p}: A is a closed subset of X} 
as a base for the closed sets. 
With the topology defined above, WX is a compact T, space and is Hausdorff 
if and only if X is normal. The function e, from X to WX defined by e,(x) = {A: A 
closed in X and x E A} is a dense embedding. It is common practice, when no 
ambiguity can result, to ignore the distinction between X and its image, the subspace 
ex[X] of WX. We note that for any closed subset A of X, the closure of A in WX 
is C,(A), and that if A is compact, then A is equal to C,(A). Further, if A is a 
closed subset of X and is contained in a compact subset K of WX, then C,(A) G K. 
If f : X + Y is a continuous function, then a Wallman extension off is a continuous 
function f” : WX + WY such that the composition e, of is equal to f” 0 e,. Unlike 
the case for the Stone-Tech compactification, there are many continuous functions 
which have no Wallman extensions. Further, there also exist functions with more 
than one Wallman extension, i.e., functions with nonunique Wallman extensions 
(see [51). 
For the purposes of this paper, we introduce the following terminology: 
Definition. Two spaces X and Y will be said to be Wallman equivalent provided 
that there is some space Z and two dense embeddings cpx : Z + X and (py : Z + Y, 
both of which have Wallman extensions which are homeomorphisms. (The choice 
of words should not be interpreted to mean that we believe this is an equivalence 
relation.) 
As noted above, spaces intermediate between a space and its Wallman compac- 
tification often have distinct Wallman compactifications. The property of having 
Wallman equivalent intermediate spaces turns out to be related to whether disjoint 
closed subsets of intermediate spaces have disjoint closures in the Wallman compac- 
tification of the underlying space. 
Definition. A space X will be called a WSM space ( Wallman separation maintaining) 
provided that if Y is any subspace of WX which contains X (i.e., if X G YE WX) 
and if A and B are disjoint closed subsets of Y, then the closures in WX of A and 
B must be disjoint. 
The WSM spaces are precisely the spaces for which all intermediate spaces have 
identical Wallman compactifications. The following lemmas will help us in establish- 
ing this result. 
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Lemma 1. Suppose that Y is a subspace of WX and that X c Y G WX. If the embedding 
L of X in Y has a Wallman extension L* : WX + WY, then L* is the identity on Y (i.e., 
for each y E Y, the image L*(Y) is equal to y.) 
Proof. Suppose that L*(Y) is not equal to y. Then, since b*-‘(y) is a closed subset 
of WX and is disjoint from the closed set {y}, there is some closed set FE y such 
that C,(F) is disjoint from L*-‘(Y). S ince L* is a continuous function and since the 
set C,(F) is compact, the image L*[ C,(F)] is compact. Since C,(F) is disjoint 
from L*-‘(Y), we have L*[C~(F)] does not contain y. Each set of the form C,( Y n 
C,(G)), with GE y, is closed in WY and contains y. For any point z E WY distinct 
from y, there must exist some closed subset H in Y such that H E z and y .@ H. The 
closed set H in Y must be the intersection of Y with some closed set in WX, and, 
being a closed set in WX, H has the form n {C,(A): A E sH}, where ~9~ is a filter 
of closed sets in X. Thus, at least one of the sets C,(A) does not contain y. This 
implies that A&y, and hence there is some element GE y disjoint from A. From 
this we conclude that the intersection n { C,( Y n C,(G)): G E y} is the singleton 
{y}. Hence, as this collection has finite intersection property, there is some GE y 
such that C,( Y n C,(G)) is disjoint from the compact set L*[ C,(F)]. This, 
however, is impossible, since F n G must be a nonempty subset of X, and L[ F n G] 
must be contained in both L*[ C, (F)] and C,( Y n C,(G)). 0 
Lemma 2. If X is a WSMspace and X G Y 2 WX, then for any p E WY, the intersection 
f-l{clw(A): AEP} contains one element of WX. 
Proof. The family {cl,(A): a E p} is a family of closed subsets of the compact 
space WX, and has the finite intersection property. Thus it is clear that the intersection 
must be nonempty. Assume that v in {cl,(A): A E p} and that T is another 
element of WX. Since v and T are distinct ultrafilters, they contain disjoint elements, 
that is, there exist N E v and T E T such that N and T are disjoint. Since Y n C,(N) 
is closed in Y, and P is an ultrafilter, either Y n C,(N) E p or p contains some 
element A disjoint from Y n C,(N). Since X is a WSM space, if A and Y n C, (N) 
are disjoint, then they have disjoint closures in WX, which would imply that 
v&n {cl,(A): AE P}. Thus, we can conclude that Yn C,(N) E p. However, 
C, (N) and C, ( T) are disjoint closed subsets of WX containing v and T respectively. 
Since all elements of the intersection n {cl,(A): A E p} are contained in C,(N), 
then 7, in particular, cannot be in the intersection. As 7 was chosen arbitrarily, it 
follows that v is the only element of n {cl,(A): A E p}. 0 
Lemma 2 essentially permits us to define a function from the space WY to WX. 
The next problem is to determine the properties of this function. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that X is a WSM space, that XC_ YE WX and that yv is the 
function from WY to WX defined by assigning as yy(p) the element of 
n {cl wx (A): A E p}. Then the function yv is a homeomorphism. 
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Proof. The function yy is one to one, since, if CL and v are distinct elements of 
WY, then p and v must contain closed subsets M and N of Y with M n N = 0. 
Since X is a WSM space, cl,(M) and clwx(N) are disjoint closed subsets of 
KX. Therefore y=(p), an element of cl,(M), and J+(V), an element of clwx(N), 
are distinct. If U is an open subset of WX containing y,,(p), then there is some 
closed set F in X such that y&) E WX\C,(F) c U. The set Fy = Y n C,(F) is 
a closed set in Y and p E WY\C,(F,), since if Fy were an element of CL, then 
yy(p) would be an element of C,(F). For any v in WY\C,(F,), there exists some 
GE v disjoint from Fy. Since yy( v) E clwx( G) and clwx( G) is disjoint from 
C,(F) E cl,( FY) (because X is a WSM space), it follows that p E WY\Cy( Fy) E 
r;‘[ U], and thus, that yy is continuous. Suppose now that p is an element of some 
open set U in WY. There must, then, exist some closed set F in Y such that the 
ultrafilter p E WY\C,( F) c U. Let v be an arbitrary element of WX\clwx (F). 
(Clearly yy(p) is one such element.) There must exist some element G, E v such 
that C, (G,) is disjoint from cl,(F). It is clear that n { C,( Y n C,(G)): G E v} 
is a nonempty subset of WY, and that the image of each element of this set must 
be v. Hence yy(p) is contained in an open set, WX\C,( F), each element of which 
is the image of some element of U. Thus the function -yu is open. Cl 
With the above lemmas it will be relatively easy to establish the announced 
property of WSM spaces, that of being precisely those spaces for which all intermedi- 
ate spaces are Wallman equivalent. 
Theorem 4. A space X is a WSM space if and only if for every space Y such that 
X E Y c WX, the embedding L : X + Y has a Wallman extension which is a homeo- 
morphism. 
Proof. Suppose that X c Y s WX, that L denotes the embedding of X in Y, that 
L*: WX+ WY is a Wallman extension of L, and that L* is a homeomorphism. If A 
and B are disjoint closed subsets of Y, then, from the definition, C,(A) and C,(B) 
are disjoint closed subsets of WY containing A and B respectively. Hence 
,*-I[ C,(A)] and L*-‘[ C,(B)] are disjoint closed subsets of Wx. From Lemma 1, 
above, A c ~*-l [C,(A)] and B c ‘*-I[ C,( B)], and thus, A and B must have disjoint 
closures in Wx. This proves that if all embeddings L have Wallman extensions 
which are homeomorphisms, then X is a WSM space. Suppose now that X is a 
WSM space and that X E Y s Wx. From Lemma 3 above there is a homeomorphism 
yv from WY to WX which, obviously, is the identity on X. The inverse y;’ is, 
then, a homeomorphism which is a Wallman extension of the embedding of X in 
Y 0 
The characterization of Theorem 4 makes it relatively simple to establish that the 
concept of being a WSM space is a true generalization of the earlier idea of normality 
inducing spaces (see [l]). 
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Proposition 5. If X is a normal space, then X is a normality inducing space if and 
only if X is a WSM space. 
Proof. From [ 11, if X is a normality inducing space, and if X c Y 5 WX, then Y 
is normal, and the embeddings of X in Y and of Y in WX are both Wallman 
extendible. Clearly, then, these extensions must be homeomorphisms, and, from 
Theorem 4, X must be a WSM space. If, on the other hand, X is a normal WSM 
space and X G Y c WX, then, as WY is homeomorphic to the Hausdorff space WX, 
Y must be normal and thus X must be a normality inducing space. q 
In order that WSM spaces truly generalize the idea of normality inducing spaces, 
it is desirable that they also extend the properties of normality inducing spaces. 
One of the primary properties of normality inducing spaces is that any continuous 
function with normality inducing domain and regular range must be Wallman 
extendible. In order to show that the same is true of WSM spaces, we introduce 
the following notation: For a given function f: X + Y, and for any y E Y we define 
w, to be n {C, (f-‘[ U]): U is a neighborhood of y}. We also define Zr to be the 
subspace U {w, : y E Y} of WX. 
Lemma 6. If Y is a regular space and if f: X + Y is continuous, then for any t.~ E Z, 
the intersection n {C,(f [A]): A E t_~} contains exactly one element. 
Proof. The collection {C,(f [A]): A E t_~} is a collection of closed subsets of the 
compact space WY and has the finite intersection property. Therefore the intersec- 
tion n { C,(f [A]): A E t.~} is nonempty. Since p E Z,, there is some y E Y such that 
p E wy. If it were the case that y were not an element of the intersection, then there 
would be some set A in p such that y@ C,(f [A]). From [2] we have that there 
exist disjoint open sets U and V in WY such that y E U and C,[f [A]) c V. Then 
A, being contained in f-‘[ V], and f’[ U] are disjoint closed subsets of X. The set 
A is an element of p by hypothesis and p E wy implies that f’[ fi] E CL. This 
contradiction establishes that y is an element of the intersection n { C,( f [A]): A E 
CL}. Suppose now that Y is an element of WY distinct from y. From [2], there exist 
open neighborhoods U and V of y and v respectively. We know that f ‘[ u] E /*, 
and it is clear that C,(f [f’[ I!?]]) is contained in WY\ V, and thus does not contain 
v. I7 
What Lemma 6 does is to describe a function & from Z, to Y defined by assigning 
as L&A) the unique element of n {C,(f [A]): A E TV}. 
Lemma 7. If Y is a regular space and if f: X + Y is a continuous function, then & is 
a continuous function from Z, to Y. 
Proof. Suppose that p is an arbitrary element of Z, and that U is an open 
neighborhood of &(p). Since Y is a regular space there exist open sets V, and V, 
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such that &(p) E VI L V, E V, 5 V, G U. Then f-‘[ vi] and f’[ Y\ V,] are disjoint 
closed subsets of X. The point p is an element of C,(f’[ vi]) which is contained 
in WX\C,(f’[ Y\V,]). Any point v of WX\C,(f-‘[ Y\V,]) must contain an 
element A, disjoint from Y\V,. If v E Z,, then &(p) E C,(f[A]), but f[A] c V, 
implies that f[A] z V, c U. Hence p is contained in an open set, Z,n 
( WX\ C,(f’[ Y\ V,]) which, in turn, is contained in &‘[ U]. 0 
Lemma 8. If Y is regular andf: X + Y is continuous, then f;- is a closed function from 
z, to Y. 
Proof. Suppose that A is a closed subset of ZP Since Z, is a subspace of WX, the 
set A = B n Z, for some closed subset B of RX. Let y be an adherence point of 
cf[A] and let U be any open neighborhood of y. If C,(f’[ I?]) is disjoint from 
B, then any point ,u of A must contain, as an element, a set D disjoint fromf-‘[ I!?] 
and &(p) must be contained in f[ D] which is a subset of Y\ l-J. Hence, if U is a 
neighborhood of y and C,(f-‘[ 01) is disjoint from B, then y is not an adherence 
point of &[A], and so we conclude that for all neighborhoods U of y, C,(f-‘[ 01) 
is not disjoint from B. Since the collection (B n C, (f ‘[ U]): U is a neighborhood 
of y} is a collection of closed subsets of the compact space Wx and has the finite 
intersection property, the intersection must contain at least one point p,,. From the 
definition, pLy is an element of w,,, and so is also an element of Z, n B = A. As &(py) 
is clearly equal to y, we conclude that every adherence point of &[A] is an element 
of &[A], and the function I$ is closed. 0 
With these lemmas, we can establish the following result: 
Theorem 9. If X is a WSM space, Y is a regular space and f: X + Y is continuous, 
then f is a Wallman extendible function (in fact is a WC function). 
Proof. From Lemmas 7 and 8, the function 5’ is a closed continuous function from 
Z, to Y. It is easily demonstrated that any closed continuous function is a WC 
function (see [5]), and so & has a continuous closed Wallman extension 4’7: WZ,+ 
WY Since WZ, is homeomorphic to (equal to) WX and & is equal to f on X, the 
function (7 is also a Wallman extension of the function J: q 
In [l], a normality inducing space is characterized as being a normal space X 
having the property that the only compact subspaces of WX\X are finite. It is 
tempting to conjecture that the same characterization might hold for WSM spaces. 
Unfortunately this result, if true, has so far been beyond our abilities to prove. We 
can, however, prove the following related (rather limited) partial result: 
Proposition 10. If WX\X is jinite, then X is a WSM space. 
Proof. Suppose that XC YE WX and that A and B are disjoint closed subsets of 
Y. Let A, and B, denote A\X and B\X respectively, and let A2 and B, denote 
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An X and B n X respectively. Since A, and B, are closed subsets of WX, the sets 
A, u C, (AJ and B, u C, ( B2) are closed subsets of WX containing A and B 
respectively. Since A2 and B2 are disjoint closed subsets of X, the sets C,(A,) and 
C,( BJ are disjoint. The sets A, and B, are clearly disjoint, and so any point in 
the intersection of the closures of A and B in WX must be an element of A, n C,( B2) 
or of B, n C, (A*). However, C, (AJ n YE A and C, (B,) n Y c B, and so any 
such point must be contained in An B. As A and B were assumed disjoint, the 
closures of A and B in WX must also be disjoint. 0 
As we have shown that all normality inducing spaces are WSM spaces, it would 
seem reasonable to show that there exist WSM spaces which are not normality 
inducing spaces. The following constructions are very similar to those of [4]. 
It is well known that an ordinal (Y with the order topology is hereditarily normal 
and the ordinal space (Y + 1 is compact. It is easily shown that if (Y is an uncountable 
regular cardinal, then any pair of unbounded subsets of (Y have closures which 
intersect. This yields immediately that Wa contains exactly one point in addition 
to those of (Y and is, in fact, equal to a + 1. 
For any two distinct regular cardinals, (Y and /3, we will denote by P the subspace 
(a + 1) x (cy + l)\{(cu, p)} of the product (a + 1) x (LY + 1). It is straightforward to 
show that any noncompact closed subset of P must contain a cofinal subset of at 
least one of the sets {(x, p): x E (Y} or {((Y, x): x E p} which are homeomorphic to (Y 
and p respectively. Therefore WP contains exactly two points in addition to those 
of P, one point corresponding to the point needed to compactify CY and one point 
corresponding to the point needed to compactify p. From Proposition 10, then, P 
is a WSM space. These spaces are well known as standard examples of nonnormal 
completely regular spaces, and so provide examples of WSM spaces which are not 
normality inducing spaces. The (Y dominant spaces constructed in [4] are regular 
spaces which are not completely regular. These spaces can easily be shown to be 
WSM spaces, and thus demonstrate that complete regularity is not a necessary 
component of being a WSM space. 
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